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Murray, ky., Tuesday Afternoon, December 11, 1956

Greatest Story

Ever Told ... In Lights'

WEATHER
REPORT

•

By United' Prase
Southwest Kentucky — Mostly
cloudy, windy and warmer with
a few light showers today. High
in the 50s. Mostly cloudy, windy
and turning colder late tonight
with a few showers possibly
changing to snow flurries. Low
tonight 30. Wednesday will be
mostly cloudy and colder.
Some 5.30 a.m. temperatures:
Louisville 43. Lexington 45, Paducah 42. Bowling Green 44.
Covington 44. London 43 and
Hopkinsville 43.
Evansville, Ind., 40.

Police Alerted For
Missing Young Girl

THESE TWO views of this year's 23rd Christmas lights display at Nela Park, GE's lamp division in
Cleveland, show the "Goodwill To Men" finale and the "Treasure Island of Giant Toys" display.
Other displays in "The Greatest Story Ever Told . . In Lights" pageant depicts typical Yule scenes.
Annually some half a million persons drive through the Nela Park "campus" to see the lights, on
every night from Dec. 8 to Jan. L
(International)
_

Bro. Atherton To
Vacation For i Speak
On Sunday
chools In
Sight Soon

Bro. Perkins Atherton, pastor
of Berea Baptist Church in Paducah, will speak at the Elm
Grove Baptist Church Sunday,
December 16 at 11:00 a.m.
The public is cordially invited
City and County school chil- to come and hear this fine speakdren began Christmas vacations er.
next week but with varied
school closing dates.
POPULAR PICKET PETITIONED
All county schools recess.

News

Switches, Too

Party For
Children
Is Planned.

Plans have been completed for
the Third Annual Christmas
party which is given for all
children of the community each
velar by the Methodist Men's
'
dab. It will be held in front
CINCINNATI
— Nick the
friendly picket returned today of the Methodist church on the
to his post outside the Crow's evening of December 21 at 7:00
Nest Cafe. Officials of the Hotel o'clock.
Santa Claus In all his jolly
and Restaurant Employes and
Bartenders Union, which ,had glory.' has promised to be on
fired him as a picket, returned hand to greet his young friends
Nick to duty after they received and to give them some of his
a petition from the owner and special brand of Christmas treats.
There will be-Christmas singing
21 patrons of the tavern.
led by Mrs. Howard Olila and
the old Christmas story as told
More Than They Bargained For by Paul T. Lyles.
The background of this happy
ATTSBURGH itP —. Six men scene will be a large Christmas
who applied ,for Christmas work tree which will be erected and
with the peal office won person- the Nativity scene, traditional at
al interviews today with the this season of the year will he
FBI. G-men arrested the men on display.
This party is/ for every child
for falsely swearing in their
.the -surrounding
job applications that they had in Murray and!
area.
no 'criminal records.

2, 1957 announces Buron Jeffe .
county superintendent of schools.
Murray Training follows t h e
same plan but will dismiss at
the end of the regular class
day.
City schools get a brief jump.
closing Dec. 19th but city students must return to classes
Dec. 31 according to a spokesman at Murray High. This includes Carter elementary, Austin
elementary, Murray High, and
Douglass (Colored) -High and
elementary school.
POLICE NICK FREEDOM
Murray State's student body
DETROIT RP — John Kimmel will depart Dec. 1th. returning
nicked more than his face when Jan. 2.
lice asked him to, demonstrate
his proficiency with la razor they
found in his pocket. Kimmel.
OSPital
dabbing at 'his chin, admitted
he took the razor from a barber
Mondays complete record totcollege and the police put a nick lows.
JUST LIKED APPLE PIE
freedom
his
in
Mrs. Nadine Lockhart. 311 S.
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. RP —
8th St., Murray; Mrs. Edward
Chadwick, 415 N. 4th St.. Mur- The thief who broke iato the
ray; Mrs. Noel Melton and baby Henry Johnson home apparently
boy, 417 S. 10th :St., Murray; was just hungry. The only thing
Miss Thelma Hornbuckle. 211 taken was a piece of apple
Pine St., Murray; Master George
Coffeen. Jr.. 528 Greenhill Drive,
Benton; Stonie Lee Raspberry,
Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Ewell Tinsley,
at. 1, Almo; Mrs. W. D. Sykes,
514 Broad St.. Murray; Miss
Janease Creason. Morning Drive,
Benton; Mrs. Guy Cunningham
and baby boy. Rt. 1, Kirksey;
kditor's note: This is the secLawrence Rickert, Waldrop Drive: ond of a series of dispatches
Murray; Master Terry Ward, Rt. by the only American reporter
1, Farmington; Miss Fronie Mae to stay in Budapest- through the
Parker, Poplar 1101, Murray; rebellion and its crushing. He
Mrs. Ted Darnell..Rt. 1, Alma; was expelled last week.
Zack 'L. Holmes, Box 182, Hazel;
Jack Frost. Rt. 2. Murray; Mrs.
By RUSSELL JONES
E. D. Barnes and baby boy, United Press Staff Correspondent
Fort --Henry, Ky.; John Powless,
LONDON nil — At about 10
Orchallt. Heights, Murray; Mrs. o'clock each morning ifr 1
Harry Smith and baby boy, American legation in Budapest.
1502 Maple St.. Benton; Miller a small Hungarian womalli.scurMcReynolds, Rt. 1, Lynn Grove; ries from the kitchen in the
Mrs. R. W. Conner. Hardin; basement to a room on the third
JiiIrs. Wm. Calhoun and baby floor.
boy. Cadiz; Mrs. Brent Moir's
She knocks • on the door. deand baby boy, 1402 Poplar St., posits a tray on a chair just
Murray; Chappell Ray Futrell. outside. It bears a typical AmerModel, Tenn.; Mrs. Pat Kirks ican breakfast — scrambled eggs.
and baby girl, Rt. 2. Murray; toast, fruit juice and coffee.
Joe Olen Wimberly, 210 S. 13th
The man in the room who
St., Murray; Master Mark Elam takes the tray over to a desk
Williams, 1404 Poplar. Murary; that serves as his breakfast table
Burnett K. Farley. 213 Wood- is short, slight and bowed with
THE FACE of Julius Doboa, 7,
land. Murray.
his 64 years — the last eight
lights up with happiness as he
in Communist prisons.
awakens at Camp Kilmer, N.J.
He is Josef Cardinal Mindto find a traditional Hungarian
szenty, prince primate of Hungift-giving day, St. Nicholas
gary, a priest without a pulpit.
Day, remembered. Julius is one
Murray State's improving a leader who cannot speak to
of the refugees there. He put
freshmen cage five meets the his people
his shoe at bedside, and found
Fredonia Independents tonight in
Symbol Of Free liungary
It filled with candy. Also, a bag
a preliminary to the MSC-New
The whole world is watching
of switches as a reminder to
Mexico A & M feature at the to see what happens to this
be a good boy. Because of recollege arena.
man. He has become the symbol
ligious lognificance. St. NichoThe little Breds will seek se- of a free Hungary.
las Day celebrations were
venge over the visitors who
Mindszenty's own freedom lastbanned by the Communists in
edged them at Fredonia last ed only five days, from the
(international)
t_liungary.
week. Game time is 5:45.
morning of Oct. 31 when Hun-

MSC Frosh Meet
Fredonia Tonight

Two Drunks Arrested
City police reported the arrest
of two persons for public drunkness Saturday night. The pair
were released Sunday.

Retirement
Tea Given
Mrs. Brown

Burley Sales Are
Still Going Up

••

289.672 pounds.

time she has witnessed many
progressive changes in the city
and county as well as in the
Telephone Company.
garian soldiers freed him until Visitors are politely but firmly
Beginning at the st airway
NOr't. 4 when he took sanctuary turned away.
leading upward and on into the
the American legation as
Each Day The Same
lounge, arrangements of ivy and
The Blood iver Association of
Russian tanks slaughtered, the
For Cardina IMindszenty, each
yellow mums provided a most
Ambassador
Baptists.,
Royal
freedom fighters in the streets.
day is much like the last. He
decorative setting for the preIf ht steps from that building rises about 7 .a.m. and prays Counselor's clinic was held yes- sentation
of a set of Gorham
he faces almost certain return- and meditates for several hours terday and will end today at Silverware, purchased by the
o the Communist jails where, before breakfast. Then he works- the Memorial Baptist Church, the Murray
Telephone Employees.i
he put it. he endured "things on the memoirs to which he host church.
and presented to Mrs. Brown
whicn.are unspeakable and defy is devoting his main energies.
J. C. Bellew. Louisville, the- by the Murray Chief Operator.
igination of every normal
The room In which he works state secretary of the organiza- Mrs. Emma Greene.
man.'"l
and sleeps is the private office tion, will conduct the study
A beautiful- lace cloth and
Opinion in Budapest is that of U. S. Minister Thomas P. cOurae.
centerpiece of bronze snapdragthe Red regime of Janos Kadar Wailes. His bed is the minister's
The program tonight win in- ens adorned the table from
and the Russians will not try leather couch.
clude demonstrations, special which hot spiced tea and cake
to force their way into the legaThe desk he used for both music along with Bro. Ballew's was served by Mrs. Collie Collie
tion and seize Mindszenty.
work and as a dining table also address.
Barnett and Mrs. Ted Barnett
Americans Now Jailers
serves as an altar when he
assisted by Mrs. James Hughes
"Why should they?" one Hun- celebrates Mass. In performing
and Mrs, Odelle Vance. The
garian asked me. "The situation the religious rites, he is assisted
cake was decorated with golden
now is the same as when the by a former Aun and another
bells an4 the number 30 signiAVH secret police had him—but Hungarian woman, both legation
fying thirty years of service.
now the Americans run the employes. At one of his masses
Napkins, with the words "Conjail."
during the height of the fighting.
gratulations Mrs. Brown. 30 Years
There is grim truth in the 15 American correspondents were
Faithful Serrice-Retirement Tea.",
remark. The Cardinals life, al- present
were used.
though comfortable enough, is
Although he wears the red
The Almo-Shiloh road will be
A highlight of the evening
that of a prisoner. What the cap .of his office in the building, closed for about one week bewas the showing of is film by
future holds is not clear. Some the Cardinal puts on a plain ginning today.- The Almo end
Mr. 011ie Brown. Murray Plant
legal experts believe the United black slouch hat when he walks will be the part of the road
Mgr.. taken at the Telephone
States cannot continue to shelter in the legation courtyard.
that will be closed.
Office Thanksgiving Dinner a .,
him it the puppet government
Mindszenty, son of a peasant
The old bridge has to be few weeks previous lii the tea
takes formal steps. Neither do family, was made a cardinal dismantled and the channel of
Those present were: Mr. 011ie
they believe he will be given in February. 1946. at the same the creek will be reworked.
Brown. Murray Plant Mgr. Mrs.
safe conduct out of the country. ceremony that saw New York's Dirt and gravel from this re-Emma Greene. Murray Chief
Legation officials will not dis- Archbishop Spellman elevated to working will be placed around Operator. Mrs. Orville Anderson,
cuss eventualities and they have the same rank
the bridge abuttment.
Murray Evening Chief Operator,
been very careful in the manner
Arrested In 1948
A new bridge has been con- Mr. Hazel Rea
Commercial
of his asylum. No messages from
arrested
was
Ile
the day after structed and is expected to be Dept . and the entire traffic deor to the Cardinal are delivered.
(Continued on Back Page)
()pen for traffic shortly.
partment empl,,yees.
•

RA Counselor's
Clinic Ends Tonight

No

Almo-Shiloh
Road Closed

le.
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MSC Cage Fans Due For Some
More Simi Ball Here Tonight

If local cage fans aren't al- his neck, a blow to the Racers
ready familiar with "slow type" who counted ien his height and
ball. they should be tonight when experience. Sherri! Marginet is
Murray State takes on its third a claubtfur starter but will see
straight southwestern opponent action with an injured elbolv
Probable starters:
at the MSC arena — this time
New Mexico
New Mexico A& M.
WT, Poe,
"The slow game is, not our Player
6-2 160
F
style," said Coach Rex Alexand- Mound .
ns
6-4 175
riiflf
liip
MarkhamPh
F
er. but apparently he likes' to G
6-7 189
C
play against it. for the Brecls
6-1 195
G
leave Wednesday to pass through
6-4 185
Memphis, the gateway to the Davis
G
Second Unit
southwest where they march on
6-0 180
F
the domain of conservative ball Terrazas
..
Yates
6-6 205
a
F
— opposing Hardin' - Simmons, Les
-------6-7 217
C
New
Mexico -University, and
6-0 167
G
Arizona.
6-0 • 170
G
Alexander was pleased with Jarrettl- .....
Murray State
the showing of Murray in the
HT. WT. Poe.
last half of Saturday's- West Player
6-4 192
F1
Texas game. "They gave signs Watrous
6-4 185
F
of their pre-season form." he Wray
Sullins
6-9 210
C
said.
By CHARLES W. RIDLEY
Speaking of • conservative ball, Tabor
United Press Staff Correspondent
6
:
3
2 18
80
0
the statistics show that Murray T. Darnell •
9'
G
• VIENNA 11' —Hungary's workSecond Unit
is playing a slow brand themers gambled with death today in
6-3 175
F
selves. The Racers in three games Tom Darnell
desperate effort to topple the
6-0 180
F
have averaged only 73 points to Marginet
hated Janus Kadar puppet re' 6-4 170
C
their opponents 69.6. The bright Waggoner
gime. The showdown could come
6-0 165
G
spot in their play has been the 4.rooks
before nightfall.
5-11 160
G
over all defensive play. While Alexander
The workers pinned almost
Murray has cashed in on 81 of
their last hopes on a 48-hour
207 field goal 'attempts, their
general strike' which started at
opponents have managed only 63
midnight to "protest the anti-'
of 180 attempts.
people and anti-worker activiThis is the fourth meeting of
ties" of the Soviet-imposed Kadar
the two fives and Murray will,
regime.
seek to revenge a 58-48 defeat at
But reports reaching Vienna
Santa Fe last year. The Aggles
said 10,000 Hungarian rebels had
bring 3 of last seasons top scorattacked Soviet troops and tanks
ers including Flen'Markham, 6-7
in a pitched battle in the hills
center.
north of Budapest—the largest
With two of his opening game
battle reported in Budapest since
starters injured. Alexander is in
A tea. honoring Mrs. Zelma
Moscow imposed the Kadar redoubt about his starting lineup. Brown, a retiring Southern Bell
gime on the country.
John Powless was forced to end Telephone Company EmP10)ee.
Kadar has refused all workers
his career Saturday when be was held Friday. Nov. 30th.
demands for Democratic reforms
suffered a dislocated vertebra in in the operators' lounge of the
in four weeks of negotiations
Murray Telephone Office, Mrs
with the Budapest Central WorkPo: 7 put: r•-tyje.red he••• entirl
ers Council.
,to yearYs. of telephone servicee
He outlawed the Central Workto the people of Murray and
ers Council and all regional
Calloway County during which
councils and declared martial
By United Press
law throughout the stricken naThe state average of burley
tion effective today.
The same hour was set by the tobacco started the third week
Soviet command in Budapest as of season sales off Monday with
the deadline for surrender of all an upward trend, climbing to
arms and weapons by Hungarian $64.89, or 17 cents above last
Friday as sale, volume also rose:
civilians. •
The order, signed by Soviet' to 14,882,103' pounds.
All except five of 22 markets
Maj. Gen. Lascenko, said persons
selling Monday had higher averfound in possession of "illegal"
ages than Friday, with 11 toparms will be subject to trial beping the $85 mark and the same
fore summary court. The penalty number
registering above $64.
could be death. But the order
Growers collected $9,527,041.68.
was being' ignored.
Sale volume was 193,193 pounds I
above Friday but under that of
Thursday. Quality of offerings
Instrumental Foot Trouble
was about the same as last
week with tips and nondescript
LOS ANGELES RP — Some
types showing a few price gains
people play by ear, but with
of $1 to $2.
Randy Korai, it's by foot. It
The Shelbyville.market. led the
took three firement to remove
state .with an average of $65.73
the two-year old's fnot from
on 1.021,196 pounds of burley.
his father's saxophone. He got
Paris had an. average of $65.501
stuck while playing the instruand Cynthiana $65.46.
ment.
First sales of the season of
Green River leaf at Owensboro
brought an average of $30.48. a
decline of more than $1 from
Mrs. Zelma Brown
last year. Volume was tip to

Mindszenty Suffered "Things-Which Are
Unspeakable And Defy The Imagination"

•

Vol._LXXV11 No. gtleibY.

Workers In
Hungary On
Huge Strike

Toothless Lions
Tangle With Cuba
Cubs In Own Der*

Funeral services were held
this afternoon for Mr. Carl C.
Lovett. pge 76. He' passed away
at Murray Hospital December 10,
'after an illiness of about a year.
Survivors include two daughters, Miss Edith Lovett and Mrs.
Jewel Lovett both of Murray;
three sons, J. E. Lovett of Pa.0ducah, Robert Lovett of Detroit,
bout ;
4psys.ett of Calvert City.
He also has eleven grandchildren and five great-grandchildren.
Mr. Lovett was a member of
the Sugar Creek Baptist Church
in Calloway County.
Funeral gervices were held this
afternoon at' 1:30 at the -Max
Churchill Funeral Home. Bro. J.
01 H. Thurman and Bro. Norman
Culpepper officiated. Burial was
in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Active pallbearers were L. B.
Tucker. Terry Ray, Alvin Brandon, James Brandon. Phearson
Lovett and Lonzo Lovett. The
honorary pallbearers were J. T.
Bell, T. Rafe Jones. Rome Elkins,
Fred Lovett, Gentry Lovett and
Jim _Burkeen

MURRAY.POPULATION 10,100

MADISONVILLE. Dec. 11
— Police through western Kentucky were alerted Monday to
be on the lookout for Pauline
Phelps. 13-year old datighter of
Mr. and Mrs. Churchill Phelps,
who has been missing from her
home since Sunday afternoon:
Deputy sheriff Al Lantrip said
the, girl's father, who reported
her missing, said she was five
lt et tall, 110 pounds, brown
hair and blue eyes and was
wearing a gray coat, when last
seen.

Traditional Open House of the
Murray WffInan's Club will be
held Friday. December 14th at
7:30 p.m.
The Music Department Chorus
will Present a carol cantata, "This
Is Noel" by Katherine K. Davis.
The oboe soloist will be Miss
Sue Bowel! of Murray State College.
Mrs. J. I. Hosick, president of
the Murray Woman's Club, cordially invites everyone to attend
this gala holiday occasion.
a

Ol By LOUIS R. SHERMAN
United Press Staff Correspondeet
VANCOUVKR, B.C., Dec. 11 Oh
—A report of an explosion on
jagged Silvertip Mountain in a
desolate area of British Columbia gave Canadian Air Force
searchers
their most promising
lead today on the fate of 62
persons aboard a missing TransCanada Airlines plane.
Gordon Dowding, a member of
The British Columbia Legislature,
told air force master George
Sheehan that nine persons at a
lodge near the mountain heard
the blast Sunday night when the
The toothless Hazel Lions once
plane disappeared.
Sheehan said the lant guests more vie in a battle of• the
reported the incident to Dowding "winless" tonight when t hey
when the legislator appeared visit the den of the pushed
there about 8 p.m: Sunday. They Around Cuba Cubs and this
beasid the explosion about 50 writer crawls out on a shaky
ihinutes'after last radio contact limb and predicts the Lions will
break their losing ways.
with the plane.
Cuba' has the advantage in
The RCAF.- alerted about 10
their tiny gym but its possible
planes to leave at dawn for Silthat they exhatulted their stanvertip, a snow-covered 8,500-foot
dard in extending New Concord
peak and on the area west of to the
wire last week.
the peak.
Leading Lynn Grove should
Three Dakotas Canadian C-47•0 take Arlington by
12 points tosearched through Monday, with- night at home add
the New
out luck and the air force had Concord Red Birds are favored
to cancel an overnight hunt tier to topple Almo at the Warners
aause of clouds.
/VW
"It's no use senditIS them
_nigitt_action_
"
a spokesman said Monday night. Marshall at Maio, Kirksey at
Radar contact with the missing New Concord and M.T.S. at
Hazel: The picks are Marshall.
plane was lost near Silvertip.
11 growing fears that 46 men Concord and Hazel.
and 16 women died in the crash TR* Standings:
County Over
proved correct it would be the
All
, Games
worst air disaster in Canada's
Lynn Grove 0
72
history. 7 2
2 1
The entire RCAF base of 500 New Concord
5 3
2 1
&nen in Vancouver was sbort of Kirksey
5 3
2 1
food and sleep, grimly concen- Almo
!LTA.
.1 4
3
trating on the fight against_
.bulent weather 'to unlock the
secrets of the wild mountains.
WATER JUMP
Some residents of the sparselypopulated area believed -the plane
MILFORD, Mass. RP — Sixmight never be found. A Cana- year old Robert Raymond Spindian Pacific Airlines plane that del Jr. goes to school each day
vanished in the sante general by boat. Bobby lives with his
area 14 years ago was found nine family on an island in Nerth
months later. There were no Pond. Every Morning his father
"'survivors. A Trans-Canada Air- takes-Jahn- to the mainland in
lines plane that disappeared in his motorboat. Occasionally the
the Vancouver area in 1947. is boy rows a boat between the
island and shore.
still missing.

Carl Lovett
\„Passes Away

•
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10 Years Ago This Week
Ledger and Times File
George E. Overby. president of the Murray Broadcasting Company, announced this week that the Federal .
Communication Commission had still not set a date for
hearing on Murray's petition to be granted broadcasting
rights. •
Dr. and Mrs. L: D. Hale and Miss Edna Hale left
Moniiay to spend set eral. weeks in- Floridai jkling Orst to
Lak.:Itititi for a,visit.
!
Miss Frances Stertgwers.-/lostess at bridge Tuesday
afternoon at her hett6 on Main Street.
MurChvrIcy Snow. T rouhe4
.
piftemen. pae
✓ y &ate to a 49-46 victory
the Arkisike. Of TeX4S4
A & M last night in , Pittiutah.
Frank Lancaster. Manager of the Varsity Theatre,
announced this woes!: that- the annual Varsity Party for
children up to the tier Of 12, will be held on the day before Christmas at the VarsitP.

JOHN

The upset wave r.,;:ed
r4;sketba ll
'•h- i4h :he c.,11ege .
•
today. adding Kentucky.
N
and Cincinnati :a
•f c.rpr.se vic'uns and
•
:tore
on the -e3q,ertsheads.
•
S'. Lou.s. rudely cs
ru•
.4 the 7IZ,t
rankIngs
by
Oh. State nnly last ia
came right back Mond7..:. n.ght
to Gip Kentucky. 71-70--,nly the

N..rthwestern. beaten twice in

r'-u. turned: on Notre Dame.;
75-6o. at South Bend, lnd. -!
N•,:tIr.v,....;:err.'s first win over
t.'7!e Irir:h *ince 1649:
"•“'"
,I
Tennc,see whipped Cincinnati.

third h'..me-cour: lose that Ken-

Louisville. Dayton, Temple
,And St. Louis Lose Ratings

nouniville Drops To Sixth
The coaches, basing their ratings on games played through
Saturday night, Dec. 8, slotted
North Carolina, Illinois, Southern Methodist and defending
champion San Francisco second
Ihrough fifth in that Order. North
Carolina ieceived ttlbee neat place votes; SMU and San Francisco each had one. •
Louisville. which was picked
second behind Kansas in t 115,e
coaches' pre-season sizeup, rated
only sixth place following its
•
itirprise defeat by Canisius Saturday night. Kentucky, Ohio
State. Kansa State and Dayton
rounded out the top 10 group in
that order.

a

Kentucky Fades

SANDRA E. SNOWDON, 20, a Pennsflvania •Statti_ UniverSily coed,
stakes everyttring on her judgment of meat as she becomes the fi:st
woman ever to win the highest individual score at the Aanancan
Royal tavestock Show in Kansas City, Mo. With her (top) is Professor P.Thomas Ziegler, wha for years has headed meat !abet:at y
work at Penn SORIA At bottom. Miss Snowdon, with a fellow st
William A. Stappcmbeck,of Rochester, N.Y.,gets a chance to _'•!'
live animals. She took first place as a pork judge. (Central Prt )

•
Kentucky. elevated to the No.
: mti•-)na! ranking this week on
he strength .4 its eirlY conquest
af Temple last week, skit 'out. ten.:
for the installatiznisill a heatikix'pent lead, in thifirst Wirt
ng system at Douglas High
against St. Louis. ft St. Louis stalled out the cloik.of the South nipped Texas
School will be received in the :ookeri :Ike a runaway. Out that i mirrinu had 2.3 points and Alcorn 71-68. as Pete Gaudin scored 26
i points.
-Superintendent's office at was as far as the Wildcats could 24.
Bice trounced LonLciana State
Murray High Zchooi until be The upset wave failed to touch 87-72. as 6-10 Temple Tucker
:ember 20. 1)56.
.K,
r."orky led 68-67 with two two other high-ranked 1-ams scored 23 points and 6-9 'Tom
Specifications may be socura- rt.-Inn'es :c::
.1.5;sy` 114urlit2 playing Monday night. Western • Robitaille added 20; Duquesne
'ea from the Superintendent's'
• baskot fr S. Lottie and ! Kentucky. ranked 12th tuitional- downed St. Francis (Pa.), 73-61;
office at Murray High School.
:- • ••.z'::d the B:lli- ly. pushed its record to 3-0 wit:i Navy beat Roanoke, 76-61:. Texas
rnargin
to
71-68 with a a 93=74 romp over New Mexico ; Tech edged Tulsa. 66-62; OklahoW. Z. CARTER
.r 7_;f:" fr-e
1 A&M and Indiana. ranked 17th, ma MEM stopped Arkansas, 59Secretary to the Board
:hbed one Iasi basket Out then t scored seven points in the last 50; Texas Christian crushed MeGP
tro, minutes to beat Butler, 73- IMurray. 97-50; Bayl ir beat North
63. although dutler ace T e d Texas State, 71-58: and Colorado
big Hoe ter'downed Colorado A&NI, 70-49.
Guzek outscored
SMU, the nation's No. 4 team,
center Aechie Dees, 21 44..
will be tested tonight by Wichita
Maryland Whips Deacons
while North Carolina State. rated
In other leading games Monday ; 12th, visits Clemson.
lead
!
night: Maryland took the
after 11 minutes and held it t
thereafter to beat Wake Forest.
The breathtaking beauty of
59-53, in an Atlantic Coast Con- ! Golden Showers, a winner of
ference game; Nebraska added a the A.A.R.S Award for 1957,
third Big Ten scalp to its belt I makes it one of the most soughtOffice over Stubblefield Drug
with a 3-51 decision over Wia-1 after climbers far general landcansin with Don Smidt's field . scaping and -architectural we.
Phone 758 or 1058
goal the deciding margin; Loyola ;

BIDS...

Ratings

n7
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•

A
•

SQUARE

SHRINERS

•

13 years.

76-68-- the sec,,nd loss in three
in a poor ;tart for a Cm- ;
;:inna*.i club figured to be among ,
the str•-mgest of Midwest inciependents.

ad, 12 tie, Iowa State, Ntirth Car[ ohne boate‘and Western Kentucky, 32 each; 15, UCLA, 27; 16,
NEW YORK, Dec. II AB -The
I.'nited Press college basketball West Virginia, 23; 17. Indiana,
..stings (first place notes' in par- 18: Id tie, Niagara, St. John's
entheses):
ot
,N.Y and Temple, 15 each.
Points
Team
Others: St Louis, 14; Rice, IS;
323
' Kansas (30)
Xavier (0.), 12; Oklahoma MAI, '. North Carolina (3)
L Illinois ;•.206 lb; Utah., 11; Washington, 7; Ore•
194 gon State, 6; Oklahoma City, b;
I. Southern Methodist (1)
By NORMAN MILLER
national champion and a porn- 5. San Francisco (1)
177 Southern • California, 4; Colorado
United Press Smarts Writer
mat contender for top honors, S. Louisville
140 and Ifiami' (0.1. 3 each; Notre
NEW YORK 3P) -Kansas and , was rated seventh after upsetting
104 - Dime, Duke, California and Van7. Kentucky
n di - T h e - Stilt 'Chamberlain, Temple.
711 derbilt 2 each; Seam Hall, Pur3. Ohio State
hich lived up to their lavish
due and Minnesota, I pach.
1. Kansas state
es
Cartisius
headed
the
second
10
pre-seas in notices in their first
s
group,
followed
by
three-team
,wo games, were an overwhelming choice today as the nation's tie for 12th plane among Iowa
No. t college basketball team In State, Non« Caralina State and
the first weekly United Press Western Kentucky. Next in order came UCLA, West Virginia
ratings.
however. Louisville, Dayton, and Indianarst with Niagara, gt.
Tempt., and St. Louis-all piCked Jehrt's of New York and Temple
high in last week's pre-season tied for 13th. Eigh:een other
forecasts of the United Press teams received I, otes this week.
Board of Coaches-feli upset vic.ims during the weekend and
THE YOUNG POINT OF VIEW IN SHOES
lost their lofty ratings.
Add chopped celery aail greep
_thirty of the thirty-five lead- pepper to a pet roast for fine
mg coaches who rate the teams flavor.
for the United Press picked Kansas tons in the nation following EGGSZA MR %tr.7..f" rattadlefalitelseRv.i;
onesitled eicturies over Northwestern and Marquette. Chamberlain. the seven-foot sophomore
sensation. seemed 52 and 39 points
.in the two games.

and

lucky has suffered in the last t

GRIFFIN

56

Second 10 teams: 11, Calumets,

for MASONS

Kentucky Falls From Ranks
01 The Unbeaten MontlaN
By

•

1 10 Dayton

Coilege Basketball

19064

HERALD

•

United Press Sports Writer

DECEMBER 11,

TUESDAY

Kansas Overwhelming Top Choice

REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITEIZR CO. 13(33
ii0Ste
) Par's' Ave, New_.York; 307 N. Michigan
Ntemphis,
Chicago. 80 Bolyston St. BoStOn
.
_
Mrs. cied at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky. for transiniesion a..
Secoud Class, Matter
home o.

SP.

•.41-0- .r-4A0111110.0111111111.11~11001.1111animmaliblanop

yierneasioan...

San Francisco and Ohio State
made unexpectedly strong arena:Inas last wok to earn their prominent places in the top 10. The
West Coast Dons, won their first
four games of the seastan and extended their record
winning
streak to 39 games.
Buckeyes In Eighth Spot
Ohio State, not even mentioned in the coaches' pre-.:awn list-'
ings, swept its first three games
(rem Butler, Pi`tsburrh and St.
Louis to. win this week's No. 8.

rating.
distritvreeit-

a

by

ChillE0
the new

A fine billfold
in handsome
tooled steerhide with Masonic or Shrine
I Emblem prominently displayed. Features re- ,
movable case for 8 cards and
photos. A gift he'll be proud
I to carry.
plus tax

MOSAIC LOO(

l

1

•

in leather
The newest treatment in leather...
scored and ontiqued... the custom look
is in this gracefully detailed calfskin pump.

Masonic or Shrine billfold in
; luxurious yearling calf. Stitchless construction and finest
*craftsmanship thr$
ou
lo
gho
louues tax II

Available In French bread, black

Kansas had 325 points, North
Carolina 227, Illinois 206, SMU
194, San Francisco 177, Louisville 140. Kentucky 104, Ohio
State 78. Kansas State 63 and
Dayton 56.
MURRAY
MAYFIELD
Kentucky, the 1951 and 1952
VSNIZASCZWI-Y.zr.--VARIMICFS3t

Adam's Shoe Store
106 5. 5th St.

Phone 106
ne

•,

7 HOURS ONLY Wed., Dec. 7 10 A.M. TO 5 P.M.
World Famous Precision 1957 Model BRAND NEW

NOTICE

•

$10.95

f6 r
rtes from first to iOth places,

Round Bobbin
Machine.
barns, Embroiders-Sews Forwards and Sewing
Reverse Over Pins, Etc., Without Attachments

I Am Now Writing All Kinds of Insurance
FIRE - LIFE - AUTO - BOAT - POLIO

Regular $149.501

95

While They Last!
Get Yours Now!

Claude L. Miller

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
- SAVE S109.551
Now c
This Sale Will Not Be Repeated!
Positively Only at Hours Advertised!
Only 4.

EASY TERMS
I

Double Check ALL These 14 Deluxe
Expensive Features!

(Your Cndit Must 1 Established)

Want New State

XMAS GIFT

'MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

FULL

SIZE HEAD

-

EMT" DARNER
PAT01.0-NATIC

.e.'0"tc_ta

siren

•

More than an inch

padding
makes the
difference

1.6

25-YEAR GUARANTEE
•

PUTOMATic
Isi:SiON

Me%
struai stout...toe
SEWS PORWPALI
AND BACKwAlto

Stirtit.SHARP

currn
•
Ns_
/1%
,
"•

4*

.

.:hoar_
•
ü.
''',1k7.74rrf

-AN

• pacicFng cuShTons your clothes

•

1300..NE
LAUNDRY and CLEANERS
409 MAPLE

PHONE 233

THERE'S A MOVE on for eight
counties fin black, In northern California to **secede" and
form if separate state. Reason:
The rest of California wants
too ratich of their water 'and
other resources. Sponsors said
the state would' be named
Shasta, and that Congress
would be asked to approve the
ntgLatale alarm_ with afagennoct
bills for Hawaii 'and Alaska. , •

VAMAILI SPIED
SOOT CONTROt
7 SPEEDS

WINDS GOMM
WHILE SEWING

and-fra'Kes clothes last longer.

g:ves

•

APPROVES

F.OATiN0 F001
Sr.WS OVEt PINS
AN) NEEOLE;

'padding
during ;ron.ng at our 'aunciry. This innerspr;ng
allo•!/'
surface-44a
ironing
the
age:nst
holds clother, ;venly r
Aren't
seams.
and,
buttons
for the uneven th;ciress of
where padding an inch
you glad you can use a latmdc*,
thick

AUTOMATIC
AOJUSTASLI
EOSIN
WINDal

I COMPARE 11/;714 Altirf PACHINE C3STIZ.1G $14,9.50 OR MOREI
Nonce P•shirely

N. mechlnies

Sehl At This'Hu Alpo, Ilidel

N. B. ELLIS CO.

°if "earned
p
•
Easi Main Street
Murray, Ky.
HARDWARE end GIFTS

7 HOURS- ONLY - WEDNE-SO-Ay, DECEMBER 12 -TOi00 A.M . to .51041,P.M.
MIN

•

4

•

•

•

0
../MIERP44.**4•01

6001m.-4•0;

•40

, 190i
se
rth CarKentuc27; 16,
Indiana,
. John's
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DISCUSS ISRAEL WITHDRAWAL

4,

.acti.

•

Rice, 13;
A&M,
7; OreCity, b;
Colorado
it; Notre
Ind Vanill, PurfaCh'

41
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Secret Report
Being Studied

Dennis James
First Major
TV Flop

."71

WASHINGTON 114 ------ The
United States is studying a secret
report which calls for increased
political, economic and cultural
cooperation among the 15 members of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization.
The initial American reaction
By WILLIAM EWALD
to the report, which was pre- United Press Staff Correspondent
pared by the foreign ministers
NEW YORK IL
Dennis
of Canada, Italy and Norway, James, the first major casualty
was said to be highly favorable. of the TV season, is convinced
Other NATO members also are Tv is suffering from a bad case
studying it.
of indecision.
U. S. officials favor increased
"My show has been a flop and
cooperation among NATO memthe trouble is, almost anything I
bers beyond the military sphere.
say will sound like sour grapes,"
They see this as one important
way of overcoming the unity- James said. "So let met get it
shattering effects of the recent straight right off—we made a
British-French action in Egypt. lot of mistakes with 'High Finace.'
MAJ. GIN. L L. M. BURNS (left), UN this: in the Sues area, races
"For a quiz show, its rules
This attack was made without
Israeli commander Maj. Oen. Moshe Dayan at meeting In middle
were much too complicated, the
consultation inside NATO.
of Sinai desert to discuss withdrawal. (international Radiophoto)
President Eisenhower Tuesday sets weren't what they should
moved to heal the NATO split have been and we rushed it on
growing out of the Egyptian the air much too soon. We had
action by declaring that dif- to get the show on the air in
ferences between t h e United two weeks and then start changStates, Britain and France over ing things around while we were
the Middle East should not be on—you can't operate like that
regarded as "a weakening or in TV."
disruption" of the Western AlJames' show will fold on Dee.
liance. A White House spokes- 15 after a 26-week run on CBCman said at Augusta, Ga., that TV. A giveaway, it offers
conMr. Eisenhower regards NATO testants a chance
to shoot for a
as a "basic indispensable ele- "dream"
worth about $35,000 —
ment of American defense allia motel, a small newspaper, a
ances against the continuing Sorestaurant. It also gives winners
viet Communist threat to the
peace and security of the world." a chance to stake their dream
The President's newest pledge against an additional $75,000
of faith in NATO followed re- cash prize.
"One of the things that has
ceipt here over the weekend
of the secret report by the so- gone wrong with the show is
called "three wise men"—foreign that big money has lost its perministers Lester B. Pearson, of sonality," said James. "When
Canada. Italian Foreign Minister somebody wins $30.000 or $40,000,
Gaetano Martino, and Norwegian it just doesn't mean anything
Foreign Minister Halyard Lange. any more.
The three were selected by NATO
"Another rap we had against
last May to advise "on ways us was our time spot—we didn't
and means to improve and ex- have the full network. We
tend NATO cooperation in non- weren't even. seen in big cities
military fields" and to improve like Detroit, Pittsburg and CleveNATO unity.
land.
"Even so, our ratings weren't
too bad.. In fact, if you look at
Case Of The Hungry Thief
the Trendexes right now, you'll
find our show has a higher ratTAMPA, Fla. UP - Police re- ing than 60 per cent of the other
ported Monday the case of the shows."
ALAN LADD and LLOYD NOLAN are rivals for the attention
hungry burglar. They said the
The reason for the show's quick
of 100118ANA PODESTA in "Santiago," Warner Bros.' latest acthief entered the home of David demise, James feels, lies in the
tion release, on screen starting tomorrow at the Varsity Theatre.
Perry helped himself to bacon, current giddy state of the mediGordon Douglas directed and Martin Rackin produced the film
eggs and coffee and left without um. "There's been a terrific
In WarnerColor.
taking anything else.
change in the past three years,"
:;;;;sieoaleaueimsesaavaialsacsel6eraeraiss311f1Frlermalit00400aIllaPII41061011&70/i1051055310010-c011013001,00510,31055
he said. "Nobody knows where'
Malta Wit they're
going now.
But James, a real pro in the
TV game, has learned some lessons from his flop. "I made the
mistake of -putting all my eggs
in one basket," he said. "Now
I'm going back to diversification.
I've got a couple of other quiz
ideas, there's talk about a variety
show and a daytime show.
"And I'm not giving up on
.High Finance.' We've cleaned
op the rules and the sets and I
hope to get it on the air again.
Right now, I think it's a whale
of a show, a tight show, but
we've lost out."

•

PAGE

Americans Getting
Cold Shoulder On
Suez Canal Issue

Feels Let Down
will see the right later on
"He (the officer) used to drop as you were dead wrong in not
down twice a week for a 'wee coming in with us from the start
one.' We'd invariably end,
of the last war."
talking politics — good natured,
Question U.S. Friendship
back and forth. That was before
lie had some unprintable gems
the Suez landings.
on Egypt's President Camel Ab"I had one conversation with del Nasser before disappearing
him after that which ended with to serve a drink. But he .came
him stomping out saying he never back with "and I don't think
wanted to discuss the Suez issue your President is so hot either."
with me again. He's normally •
Riding in by train from tPie
very agreeable gentleman but he suburbs today, another American
feels pretty deeply about this — newsman overhead snatches of
figures that America let us down conversations.
by not supporting the AngloFrom one of a group of laborFrench action."
ers in grimy cloth caps and dirty
Then there's the British bar- raincoats: "This Eden, 'e needs
man at the Westbury Hotel—the his brains tested for getting us
only American-built and Ameri- Into this mess."
can-run hotel in London.
Another: "Yeah, but I guess
This man perhaps has h a d we ned our brains tested for
more contact with Americans thinking the Americans were our
than any native of London.
friends."
"I think we and the French
were right in going into Egypt
Starch can be removed from a
when we did," he said. "I'm sure cool iron by-rubbing with a damp
you chaps are dead wrong and cloth sprinkleci with baking soda.

DOING

WELL IN

up

By DANIEL F. GILMORE
United Press Staff Correspondent
LONDON 1ff —Americans are
now beginning to get the cold
shoulder from their British
friends over the Suez crisis.
And the man in the street is
becoming more vocal in criticism
of President Eisenhower, more
irritated at what he feels is
American foot dragging.
There's no lack of anti-American guidance because the British
newspapers supply fresh criticism
every few hours.
And for the few who can't
read, there's more than enough
acid cartoons to ponder.
An American newsman w h o
rents his apartment from a normally congenial RAF officer had
this to report:

TITRE'

PILOT WATERSHED PROGRAM
KENTUCKY

Four pilot watersnect programs
In Kentucky, among' 60 authorized in the nation, are progressing
favorably, says Lyle Leonard,
UK Extension Service conservationist.
The programs are in Lincoln.
Wolfe, and Breckinridge counties, plus one in parts of Shelby,
Spencer, Bullitt and Jefferson
counties.
Areas affected include 130, 189
acres, 18 water-retarding structures are either planned or abuilding, and there will be about
21 miles of stream channel improvement. Object of tte pilotprogram is to get information
for later watershed work, test
the program's effectiveness, and
demonstrate the watershed approach to ,conservation. Persons
within the areas share costs
with the government.

NEM&

IN PERSON
RADIO and TV'S NEWEST
SENSATION

RAY
SMITH
and his Rock'n Roll Boys
BY POPULAR DEMAND

Appearing Wednesday - December 12 at 8:00 p.m.

The Murray Grill & Murray Roller Rink
Everyone From 6 to 60 Will Enjoy This Show!

Plan Now To Attend This Play Party!!

•

BIRD PROOF ROUTE
*

ROBES

I

Cotton .. $5.95
Nylon ... $9.95

N

JACKETS

a
g

$7.95 to $12.95

a
a
a

ft

WASHINGTON 1111 — The District of Columbia is trying to
make the presidential inauguration in. January bird-proof.
The answer may bi 'a preparation called "roost no imore."
A tree - spraying crew w41
test the stuff Thursday on ya
group of bird-infested trees along
the inaugural route.
City officials said that if the
birds — mostly starlings — find'
it objeCtionable enough to have
permanently, the entire inauguralroute will be 'sprayed.

GOLDEN

Brush melted butte ron cube
steaks before broiling and cook as
close to heat as possible.

nocicz-r so

cour4

HOLIDAY

From COL.IDa...

•

Another Great
Engineering! Achionoss

a
SWEATERS
Cardigans and Slipovers
$2.99 and $3.99

• W

WI I

a
a

STA NJ

a
Oldsmobile's pioneering advance in "ride engineering" brings to Olds • new,
sweeping-low silhouette ... an exciting new style that means new ridinf qualities,
too! New smoothness! New stability! A wonderful new low-level ride' These
are your thrills with Olds for '57 ... and here's why:
The new Wide-Stance Chassis is sure-footed and stable with new Pivot-Poise
Front Suspension and Counter-Dive for "on-the-level" stops. The new L.Bos•
Drive Shaft permits a lower center of gravity, without stealing head room.
Outboard mounted rear shock absorbers pave every road with pleasure! And
an 8-inch-wider frame accents your riding comfort.
Here's your kind of performance, tno ... in • great, new Rocket T-400 Engine,*
where advanced engineering by Olds adds up to economy when you want it,
power when you need it! Seventeen exciting models in three great series—
Golden Rocket 88, Super 88, Starfire 98! Come visit our showroom now...
NEW 14' IVISILS-4.A1011111 TES
see why Oldismobile is she value-car of the year!
.177 lt.p. Rocket T-010
otanelord ow nil maids; speeimi
WC,Ft 'err ... -r ••••
R.;;;440 ft.;•;;;.. ;WA op as 312 C.p.emesiloble at gram mot.
^cc:ME Pt'T'St ElZ0P.
NM OAS SYSTINIMON

PAJAMAS
$2.99
1

4

• Complete
Infant
Department

•

M.

a

DRESSES
Ages through 14
$3.95 to $12.95

•. BEAUTIFUL
GIFT WRAPPING
• LAY-A-WAY
PLAN

Love's Children's Shop
505 W. Main S.

Phone 888

g
g
g
g

illalogilialegliatiMilliallaillIMPIDISCSIMMIllglIKSKINE901101111111atitaMatmESdatlerstarISKJ

•

•
Barbara
la-YEAR-OLD
Ann
Burns, daughter of the late
radio comedian Bob Burns, la
shown after filing suit in Los
Angeles seeking $2,500 a
month support from her mother. She charges her mother,
Mrs. Harriet Burns, 45, "abana
do1n2ed0.0hooe settlementS heeaid shestsigned
i md.
summer under "fraud, duress and
undue influence." She claims
her mother receives $250,000
a year from Burns' $2,000,000
estate.
(international)

•

CD L_ Q e NA CD Et
. 1 Le
COME ON INI THE WELCOME MAT IS ALWAYS OUT AT TOUR OLDSMOBILE QUALITY
DEALER'S,

J. T. HALE MOTOR SALES
i
320 W. Broadway

Seventh and Main
Telephone 833, Murray

Telephone 96, Mayfield
,;;—U OUR GUM OLDSMOBILE IIRESONTS"NOLIDAT ON la",STARRING SONJA MINE,SAT. EVENING,DEC.22

•ON NEC-TV

.
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AGE FOUR

Women's Page
Jo Burke«). Editor... Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J

--Aforstvorthy Home
Scene Of Meeting
Of West Fork II'MS

Nrm•mosouonkg.s..•wo•Irr•

Activities

Chad Nsrws
Weddings

' SOCIAL CALENDAR

Locals

Dinner Aleeting To
Be Held By Class
Monday Evening

The Dorcas • Sunday School
Tuesday, December 11
The Young Women's Sunday
Church
Circle No. 1 of the WSCS of Class of the First Baptist
School Class of the First Baptist
at
meeting
dinner
the First Methodist Church will will have a
Church will have a dinner meetat sixmeet at two-thirty o'clock in the Woman's Club House
ing at the Woman's Club House
! thirty o'clock
on,Monday, December 17, at sixthe home-Or Mrs. Mattie Trous.
••••
dale, North 16th Street. De. Flay
thirty o'clock in the evening.
The Eastside Homemakers Club
Robins will be co-hostess.
• • ••
will meet with Mrs. Herman
Mrs. Harold Hooper is in
charge of the program. The deThe Morning Circle of t Pt e Barber at ten o'clock.
• •• •
votion will be given by Mrs.
WSCS of the First Methodist
Marvin Harris. Mrs. H. W. WilChurch will, meet at the home
Friday, December 14
son will led in the singing of
of Mrs. H. G. Dunn a nine-thirof
The South Murray Homemakcarols with Mrs. Harry Hampsher
o'clock.
ers Club will meet with S V.
••••
at the piano. Mrs. Joe Williams
o'clock.
six
at
Foy
will sing a solo.
Circles of the WIIS of the
• • ••
First Baptist Church will meet
The hostessgs will be Mrs.
at two-thirty' o'clock as followst•
Monday, Decembor 17
Mrs. E. C.
I with Mrs. Owen Billington; II
The Young Women's Sunday Howell Thurman,
with Miss Bettie Thornton; III School Class of the First Baptist Jones, Mrs. Hal Kingins, Mrs.
with Mrs. Clifton.- Key; IV with Church will have a dinner meet- Phillip Mitchell, Mrs. Galen
Mrs. L. L. Downs; VI and VIII ing at the Woman's Club /louse' Thurman, Jr.. Mrs. Inez Witty,
and Mrs. H. W. Wilson.
with Mrs. E. C. Jones.
at six-thirty o'clock.
• • ••
The WSCS Circle No. 3 will
meet with Mattie Trousclale at
two-thirty o'clock.
••••
The Pottertown Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Clayborn lIcCuiston at ten o'clock.
• •••
I'
The Pleasant Grove Homemakers gab will meet with Mrs.
1Clifton Jones at six o'clock.
•• • •
Welcoming the guests at the
The Lynn Grove Homemakers
annual Christmas recital and
party given by Mrs. D. F. Mc- ,Club will meet with Mrs. Randal
Connell 'at the Woman's Club 'Burt at ten-thirty o'clock.
• •••
House on Saturday evehin,,. De12
James
cember 6. were Mrs.
Circle V of the WMS of the
Washer, Mrs. Billy Paschall. Mrs.
Tilghman Barrow. Mrs. Ex ie First Baptist Church will meet
Adams, and Mrs. Norman Cul- ;at the MiSSi011 on South Ninth
Street' at two-thirty o'clock:
pepper.
••••
Misses Shirley Culpepper and
When lisIng rapicinc frsr rake.:
Felicity Hallanan presented _programs . to the guests as they ar- breads soak them in warm water
rived. Favorite carols were sung ; before adding them to the batter
by the group led by Mrs. Charles or dough to rnake them plump
Tolley with Miss Deanna Story and juicy.
• •••
at the piano.
The program was varied feat- 1 The Arts and Crafts Club will
uring Christmas music. IM-Luiter- meet at the home of Mrs. Mac
vals whimsical miniatures of the Thomas Tarry, 104 North 12th
younger children and attractive Street. with Mrs. Metes Linn as
likenesse of older children were hostess at two-thirty o'clock.
• • ••
shown as -living pictures.- Those
The West Hazel Homemakers
portraying these roles were Cynthia " Ezell. George Hallman, Club will meet with Mrs. Henry
Cindy Huniphreys. and Grace Dumas at ten o'clock.
• •••
Elizabeth- Hallanan. Siflio4ettes of
The Harris Grove Homemakers
shepherds were by Tim"Scruggs
Club will meet with Mrs. Marvin
and Aileen Palmer.
The Christmas spirit was very Parks at ten o'clock.
evident. The room was a chilThe North Murray Homemakdren's delight with appropriate
decorations that would appear to ers Club will meet with Mrs.
them. The fireplace was enhanc- F,red Gingles at eleven - thifty
o'clock. Note change in date.
ed with the manger scene.
• •••
Refreshments were served from
Thursday, December 13
the table overlaid with a green
The Woodmen Circle will have
satin cloth _and centered with a
lovely Christmas centerpiece dec- a potluck supper and Christmas
orated by Mrs. D. T. Humphreys. party at the Woman's Club House
Crystal punch bowls with color- at six-thirty o'clock.
Sea.
ful punch and the individual
FLOWERY FIGURE
decorated cakes were served by
Mrs. Urban Belcher, Mn. Max
BOSTON 11P — Flowers orderParks, Mrs. Thomas Scruggs,
Mrs. Hugh Palmer, Mrs. Taz ed by telegraph in the United
Roberts, Mn. George Hallanan, States during the past year
were valued at $48,000.000. The
Jr., and Mrs. Humphreys.
Gift certificates were presented Florists Telegraph Delivery Asthe
each pupil. Pictures were made sociation estimates that
figure will approximate $100,-:
by Hunter Love.
000.000 by 1960.
•• ••
Mrs. Leota Norsworthy opened
her home for the meeting of the
Woman's Missionary Society of
the West Fork Baptist Church
held on Thursday. December 6,
at seven o'clock in the evening.
The special program for the
Lottie Moon Christmas offering
for the week of prayer for foreign missions was presented with
Mrs. Bobby Johnson in charge.
Those taking part were Mrs. Joe
Ed Sledd, Mrs. Festus Story',
Mrs. J. J. Gough. and Mrs. Norsworthy.
Preceding the program a delicious potluck supper was served. Mrs. J. R. Story presided at
the meeting in the absence of the
president, Mrs. Richard Armstrong, who. was
Those present were Miss Maxine Horton; Mesdames Festus
Story, Estelle Ezell, J. J. Gough,
Jack Norsworthy, B. K. Trevathan, Raymond Workman, J o e
Ed Slecki, J. R. Story. Bobby
Johnson, Modena Butterworth,
and the hostess.
• • ••

of merchandise thrust On their
attention. They may walk into
a department store fully intending to buy a recoid, become
distracted by coMunie jewelry
and bargain blouses, and wander
In a state of confusion for hours,
looking at everything, unable
to decide on anything. The result
Is a condition well known in
the art world as "museum faThe Bible tells us it's more Ugue."
blessed to give than to receive.
Catalogue shopping may help.
But do you feel blessed when You can buy wonderful gifts
you get the end of your gift by mail, just as you buy your
shopping? Or are your nerves Christmas Seals by mail to fight
7
frayed to the breaking point?
.tvberculosis.
How can you get through
Galt feelings spoil the fun
your Christmas shopping with for lots of us. We can feel
the least wear and tear' Purely guilty for so !luny reasons: for
physical shopping fatigue can be taking a name, off the gift list,
avoided by wearing comfortable for spending too little or too
shoes and tailoring your schedule much, for giving to little thought
to your own strength. But ment- to the selection of gifts. Real and emotional strains can sentment, too, can cause shopalso be an important cause of ping fatigue. You can get a
tiredness.
lot more tired buying a gift
Do you normally enjoy shop- for someone you don't like than
ping? If you don't, you may hate for someone you do like. Yet
Christmas shopping. For some we go right on giving to people
people, being part of a crowd we don't really care about.
Take a frank look at your own
Is hardest. They feel lost, alone,
and unsafe. Some are seized by reactions. A drastic change in
a kind of hysteria that makes your approach to Christmas shopthem rush to the most crowded ping 'may be necessary. You
counters and buy things they should try to get the greatest
don't really want. Others are possible happiness from your efoppressed by the vast quantity forts to give happiness to others.

Happiness
Found In
Giving

RECIPE

OF

11,19G6 1
•
DAY — DECEMBER

THE WEEK

It's a wise hostess who has
simple but delicious dessert recipes a. hand for uie during
the holidays. When itch foods
make up the main pAIrt of the
meal, light desserts are best.
Here is one that is 'refreshing
in flavor and has the added
advantage of supplOing extra
vitamin C, says Miss Elizabeth

Personels
Mrs. 0. B. Geurin has notified
the Ledger and Times to forward
her daily paper to 420 East Milner Street, Alliance, Ohio, where
she is now making her home.
• •• •
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Wayne
Futrell, 1604 Calloway, are the
parents of a son, Danny Wayne,
weighing 7 pounds. 411 ounces,
born on Monday, December 3,
at the Murray Hospital.
••••
Anthony Dale is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Vinson Page, Dover, Tenn., Route
Three, for their son, weighing
eight pounds 13 ounces, born on
Tuesday, December 4, at the
Murray Hospital.

Helton, UK Extension foods specialist.
Orringe•Cream Dessert
1 pkge orange flavored
gelatin
lc boiling water
c sugar
1 c strained orange juice
3 T grated orange rind
1 c whipping cream
•
Dissolve orange-flavored gela-x.
tin and sugar in boiling water
and let cool. Add orange juice
and rind. When partially set,
beat with rotary beater until
light and fluffy. Fold in cream
whipped until stiff. Pour mixture into oiled quart-mold. Chill
until firm. Unmold on large serving platter and garnish with
slicest of oranges or tangerines
and clusters of grapes. Serves
Menu: Oven - fried chicken\
baked sweet potatoes, buttered
spinach, perfection salad, baking
powder biscuits, butter, orangecream dessert and coffee.

HUNTING

THE

HARD WAY

LANSING, Mich. flr — F. W.
Terwilliger, a state conservation
department geologist, likes At
get his deer the hard way.
Terwilliger bagged his deer this
season with a 90-year old muzzle loader at 40 yards.

-11Nri"
4.;:si.7140

4

Christmas Recital
.4nd Party Given
By Mrs. McConnell

I

Wednesday. December

•

•

The exciting Ford Fairlane 500 Club Victoria (above)—over
17 feet long—is one of two new, bigger Ford sizes this year.

If you think it looks new...
wait till you drive it!

Use a diagonal stroke when
A cotton-tipped swab stick is
cleaning small rugs with a carpet
sweeper or vacuum. The rug is a handy gadget for cleaning the
less 'limy to wrinkle and get dust from under the number
plate of a dial telephone.
caught in the cleaner,

•••

&
— LAST TIMES TONIGHt —

I

GREGORY

PECK

in "MOBY DICK"
with RICHARD BASEHART

For there's where Ford's newness really pays off
in melting mountains...in smoothing the bumps
in straightening the curves
You can sec that Ford's longer, lower Sculptured Look makes other
cars look downright old-fashioned. But the part you can't see—the new
"Inner Ford"—is what shows its stuff when you drive a Ford. It's completely revolutionary from the wheels up! And it feels it.

•

Ford's remarkable new, wider frame lets you sit sweet and low. It
lets Ford hug the roads because of its lower center of gravity. And Ford's'
new front suspension, rear springs and new easy handling are part of
the scheme to make you think every road is cloud-smooth.
The magic touch of the new Ford pow' er plants makes mountains
disappear. What looks like uphill feels like downhill. You get this surging power in a wide choice of new Silver Anniversary V-8 engines. Or
you can choose Ford's new, more economical Mileage Maker Six,.the
most powerful Six ever offered in the low-price field.

WARNER BROS.

• There's magic in Fords price tag, tool You won't believe this big
new Ford is still priced Ford-low. But it is. Come in and test the magic
of the ne:v kind of I ord. Ws a real "Wizard of Ali h-h-lisi"

1ADD
thrillingly teamed
with that
Helen of Troy' girt
ROSSANA

Action Test the New Kind of
-COMING DEC. 16-17-18

PARKER MOTORS
701 Main

FORD
Phone 373

Murray, Ky.
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BEATING TI!E PLEASURE DRIVING BAN IN HOLLAND
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Will Reach
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Sc per word for one day, minimum of 17 words for 50c - Sc per word for three days. Classified ads are payable

1.----NOTICE.,.

j

1-41R SALF

FOR LEASE: Service station and
restaurant on U.S. Hwy. 641, nine
miles south of Murray, Ky. Reasonable rent. Equipment furnished. C,.1 Murray 838 for details.
TFC
0

BEAUTIFUL. electric TAPPAN
Range, nee er been used. Won
election night. Ophie Lee Steele;
106 N. 17th. Phone 1218-J. DIIC

TWO-WHFEL Trailer, in good
condition. See at 302 S. 8th St.,
LOOK! Alum Tension Screens, or call 142.
DIIC
All sizes $3 each, also Alum, •
windows and doors. Home CornSOFA BED and matching chair.
,fort Co., 18th at Main. Phone
$75. Cr'. 998.
D'12P
1303.
•
D13

CLEANING HOL:DAY Special.
We clean rugs, upholstery, painted walls, wall, paper, floors
‘110 cleaned and polished. Call Jesse
L. Tucker, 1111 W. Main Street.
Phone 1936-W. Business 4th &
Sycamore, phone 25
Speciaty
Wall & Deterger,Co
J C

SMALL, BOYS sidev.alk Bike
like new, 905 Sycamoie St. Phone
I766-W.
D12P
1 EXTA GOOD Speed
wringer washer, also two
sessesd clothes dryers. See
Richardson or call 74.

Queen
reposM. G.
DI2C

[_FOR RENTRENT

SINGER, SEWING machine representative in Murray. For sales
service, repair' contact Henry
SLEEPINe ROOMS, will do their
Trent, 408 S. 6th. Phone 1650.
TFC laundry if desire, 207 S. 3rd St.
D1:NC
The WHOLE WORI1D her Christmas. That's right. The Ledger &
Times Office Supply Department
has just 'received a new shipment of world globes, mounted
on attractive stands. l'oee your
pick in size and price. Excellent
Christmas gifts.
D22114

.....s.r1-.11iLF WANTED

ROOM Furnished aparenent.
Hot and Cold water. Electrically
equipped. Call 1317.
D12C
2- NICE BEDROOMS on Woodlawn. Call 1057-W.
D12P
4 ROOM HOUSE on Concord
across from Jenkiiis
Call 1557-W or see Vinell Futrell.
D13C

SiltVIMs oFFERE21

.2 WAITRESSES. Experienced.
Apple in person. Mr. Milk. Murray Grill.
•
D13C WANTED IORNING TO
DO in
-- -my home, Mrs. Ralph Berkley,
EXPERIENCED Waitress wanted, 1411 IN Poplar Si, miie
College Grill.
DISC
1TP
4111

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY
Has Several Openings In This Area For Salesmen
The

positions will be filled

with

men

age 23

to 35 with

High

School education or better and a desire to work for a National
concern with unlimited opportunity for a good producer. Pre-

vious sales experience is desirable. Salary plus bonus, Company paid life and hospitalization insurance and retirement
plan. See W. D. Norman at the Murray Plaza Motel Thursday
or Friday night, December 13th and 14th from 7 P.M. until
9

.

013

tr,

advance.

ee-CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our great
appreciation to the many persons
who came to our aid when our
home burned recently. We are
%cry grateful for the gifts of
clothing, furniture, money and
other necessities which were given to us.
We are thankful to those who
contributed labor and lumber for
our temporary home, and for all
the kind words of sympathy and
fellowship during this difficult
time in our lives.
The Walter Puckett Family

WASHINGTON (US - The Agriculture Department said to4ay
the total value of farm assets
next Jan. I will reach an alltime high of $176 billion-en
Increase of $5.8 billion in a yeer.
The department said the proprietors' equity--what's left altes debts are subtracted-on next
Jan. 1 will be a record $155.3
billion-an increase of $3.9 billion.

FARMERS VOTE DEC. 11
ON CORN

REFERENP

JM

Farmers in 52 Kentucky cornproducing counties will vote
Tuesday. Dec. 11, on whether
to produce corn commercially
under the new Soil Bank Program or continue the older acreage-allotment system. A twothirds favorable vote is necesThe balance sheet of the nasary for either.
tion's agriculture was worked
Buel Lanpher,• UK Extension
cut in the department's publicaService economist, says the systtion, "The 1957 Agricultural Fiem voted-eke, will The for 1957,
nance Outlook."
1958, and 195'9. Some points on
IN MEMORY
HERE'S HOW one motorist Is beating Holland's ban on Sunday pleasure driving. He has his auto
Department economists predictthe program:
pulled Into West Germany. where there is no ban, by a horse. Then he can till 'er up and pleasure
ed "little change" in the finanThe corn base acreage under
In sweet memory of my dearly
drive to his heart's content. Town is Zoll. The ban was decreed after blocking of the Suez canal
cial situation of farmers as a
beloved mother and who passed the new Soil Bank corn-base
(international)
brought on a gasoline shortage.
group during tlir next year.
away eight years' ago November acreage system would be about
They said farm debts probably
21eand precious sister four months 37 per cent larger than under
the acreage-allotment system for or 74 per cent of parity, for for price supports; under the Nelson, Ohio, Oldham, Shelby, will continue to rise, and value.
later,
the 1957 crop.
acreage allotment program, no Simpson, Spencer, Taylor, Todd. of farm assets also may rise,
Away in the land of sunshine 1957'
land must go into the soil bank; Trigg, Trimble, Union, Warren, although a slowing down may
Price
supports
under
the
acreIf
farmers
vote
the
Soil
Bank
separated by heaven's golden
occur in the rate at which farm
age allotment system will be plan, 15 per cent of ttr. base thus, in the Soil Bank plan, Washington and Webster.
door.
real estate values are rising.
parity, or about corn acreage must go in the farmers can grow about 16 per
77
per
cent
of
They are in that eternal home
cent
more
corn
than
under
the
$1 36 a bushel nationally;
acreage or conservation reserve,
underwh
disappointment will be no the Soil Bank, $1.31 a bushel,
A bele vinegar and •ugar heatfor the farmer to be eligible A/A plan and still get price
Cooking tip: Fasten pieces of
more.
support - if they place the re- ed together make
tastyldressing
Only God in heaven know eow
quired amount of their base in for green beans or cabbage. If onion to a beef roast with toothAnswer to Yesterday's Puree
picks. the juice of the onion
my heart ache„s to live go as tii
the S/B.
desired, add a few tablespoons of
will blend with the meat flavor.
meet them for a hapPy reeinipti
Price supports in the three- cream.
ACROSS
year Period must be at least
on the other shore.
35—Three-toed
sloth
• 75 per cent of Parity under Ihe
A daughter and sister
'I 1-Ed ible
36—Peruse
rbu
aiannaruler
4-Pe
A/A -program, Lanpher said;
Mrs. Prentice Thorn*
37—Incite
3—Strikebreaker
33—Former
under--the S/B corn plan, partiy
(slarm)
OW100 ,0
Egyptian king
la-Mohammedan
D.S.C.
can be at any level the Secretary
41--Overseer of
narn•
Chiropodist - Foot Specialist
morals and
13—Pesert In Asia
of Agriculture determines, but
it
,
conduct
14—Heraldic
announces that his office will
SM
it "must not encourage unecon43--Glrl's mune
bearing
44—Scorch
be
15—Animation
.m.
°mica'.
corn
producilion."
4
45—Hostelries
17—Collette degree
Payment rate for corn acreage
47-Lamprey- CLOSED THURSDAYS
(akin)
411—Proyeettot
IS—Money owed
in the Soil Bank acreage reserve
except by appointment
tooth
19—Majestically
program
is
90
cents
a
bushel.
5I—Rant
21—(larden
beginning Nov. 1st,
52—Regfon
22—Comb. Mum:
Farmers ,get that amount if corn54—rlirl'• sauna
broad '
Professional Bldg.
es
not
grown;
the
total
payment
55-1Palcounigill
23—mer•
3-1,isacrees
54—ControuglIta
26-Hot fat
is based on normal yield, etc.
4—Surgeon
204 So. 5th St.
Ph. 225
57—Headgear
26—Strikcii
General (abbr.]
lhese payments .can be compar30—Man's
6—Bluish-red
Murray, Ky.
oowN••
nickname
ed to what they might have been
flower
..s
3I—Actual being
5--42on.peteoss•
if the "reserved" land was plc.1.U-Poem
7—Concealed
cd to corn.
oi-t-Ang
wicked city
9 lb II
Lanpher said farmers expectS-Crawi
I
10-PrIest's
ing relatively low yields may
Is
it/
vestment
find it mere profitable to place
11—Wager
1-6=MusIcal study
more land in the Soil -Bank
20—Prefix: not
than in the amount of land
21—Pronoun
23—Painted frown a
required to obtain price suppattern
THE DESTRUCTIVE TERMITE
ports.
24—Music, vees,
slow
All producers who grew corn
Gen. Paul E. Magloire
25—Church official
in the 52 commercial -counties
21.
26—Part of tree
FREE INSPECTION
27-Continent
in 1956 are eligible to vote.
lliatAl STEVENSON dons ,his hat
A CRISIS in the Haiti govern29—Gi'rl's name
for benefit of photographers
areg
Allen,
ment
Counties
•
inyolved
found
Gen.
Paul
E.
Mag33—Barrel stoppers
34—Poison
in New York who asked him to
Ballard, Bareen, Boone, Boyle, loire. 49, stepping out of the
36—Bright star
do 06 to indicate he won't
Breckinridge, Bullit t, Butler, presidency and the army tak39—Roam
-Licensed and Insured—
t:-.row it in the presidential
40—Attack
Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle, ing over, and then returning
4".*-1-*••rt.r's
ring for 1960. Stevenson said
Carrol 1, Christian, Crittenden, to office provisionally at the
a:ensure
Spa Kelley
tee would resume..law. prat-tics
yls request. Unrest (level- —
•
45—Man'5 name
(Inteestational)
in Chicago.
oped
over
Phnom 441
conflicting
ewe
Grayson,
Gl
e
e
en---ancock,
interpre46—Catch
47—Organ of
Hardin, Hart, Hennerson, Hick- tations of Haiti's new constituIgmering
man, Hopkins, Jefferson, Lame, tion. His term ended. but his
4,--l-Coilection of
facts
Livingston, Logan, Lyon, Mason, supporters claim a ripecial
pening
c
Do
McCracken, McLean, Mario n, clause extends his tenure till
njunctIon
May 13.
(international)
Iftftre Indira.
1110.1ir
I . Meade, Monroe Muhlenberg

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

riewsMakers

Hat on for Good

361314

TERMITES

Kelley's Pest
Control

af

/*a
By WILLIAM MOLE
by Vidilitm

•

Mole. Reprinted by permission of the book's publisher,
Distributed by Xing Features Syndicate.

NANCY

by Ernie Bustimiller

NO
BUT
HE OUGHT
TO BE
HERE SOON

Dodd. Mead a Co.

I was sitting is his office, coatlese en. You'd better have a go at
CHAPTER 25
his desk covered with sheets ce her. You seem to know a lot
motionless
in
stood
TRUT'T
about them." Cassou did not reclosely typed reports.
room.
the
of
middle
the
asked. Streit ply to the invitation.
Casson
Well?"
'
"Were there any fingerprints
"Why not suicide ?'• Strutt did not look up.
asked, still motionless.
on the gas-tap?" he asked.
died from gas.
have
must
"He
"Not one."
"I'm sure it wasn't." He told But he took a stiff dose ot sleep"So Macfarlane couldn't have
him about Perry and the hand- ing draught as well."
turned
it on?"
kerchief.
"But he wouldn't need anyStrutt shrugged.
"You think it was fixed?"
thing to make him sleep. He was
"Probably not. It's not proof.
"By Perry"
a healthy young man; the sort of There's not a tag of evidence that
"Why did you come here this fellow who'd go to sleep as soon Macfarlane was murdered. You
morning?"
as he got into bed, then get up know perfectly well that everyCasson was pursuing another at half-past six in the morning thing points to suicide: the quarline of thougia.
and go tor a run."
rels, the sleeping draught, the
"You will have noticed that
did. It was in the sudden ci.Mking and getting
"Well,
he
Mrs. Queenleigh is a first-ratt tooth-glass," said Strutt. "He got drunk-everything."
cleaner. You've Only got to look the preiteription from a doctor
"Except Macfarlane's characat the brass next door. It's beiu- he went to at the beginning of ter. He wouldn't ever take his
are
odds
The
polished.
tifully
last week. We traced the chem- own life. It's psychologically imtherefore that she cleans the tap ist ..."
possible."
of the gas-fire. It certainly looks
"Tell that to the' coroner."
". . . from the medicine bottle
like it. If she did, there will be
"Don't you think so?" Casson
• no fingerprints on it even though on the bed?"
prescrip- persisted.
it was turned on. Perry had tot "And we ve got , the
Strutt picked up the telephone.
turn it on himself, and tie 'didn't Hon. We're checking with the
"I must ring the boy's pardare leate prints. Macfarlane doctor. I want to know what reawouldn't have wiped the tap. He son ls.tacfarlane gave for needing c.nts," he said. "We've formally
identified the corpse but they
was drunk. If you find no prints dope."
-What was it?"
may want to come down and see
on that tap, it was murder," Cas"Chloral nedrate. -The Mickey it And then there's the inquest
son concluded.
It
can
Finn.
be
lethal!'
They live In :.ockerbie, poor
"Maybe." They moved into the
"You don't think he tome or devils. His dad's a farmer. You
living room.
can imagin, him: hard-v.orking,
Then the procession started. was given, an overdose?"
"Hard to tell. The doctor is God-fearing, a decent. honest, reThe police doctor came, spent
some time in the bedroom, and checking at the post-mortem. But spectable- man. Young 'Jim was
got re
left. Two ,police photographers I calculate the medicine bottle the only child. And I've
nipved.in with tripods, cameras, only held enough for seven or tell him he's dead. I %elm I wasn:
anal anshlamps. Casson watched eight doses. If Macfarlane riad a copper!'
When the call came throtigi
them le action. The fingerprint been taking it regularly, there
expert listened to Strutt's tristrue. would only have been enough left and was over, Strutt got up from
eons, nodded and got down te for an ordrriary dose. And he his desk and slouched over to the
work. Casson wandered back 'te hadn't got any more of the stuff. viendiew. '
We searched the flat."
"I agree with you, Case Macthe living room
"Was the girl on his mind?"
-farlane Was murdered. He was
Strutt tame in, holding the
"I don't know. We picked her 'murdered by Peery. That's why
bedroom doormat.
"1 should shove off, Cass," he up as he left ier office -solici- Perry went to itrighton. To precan't prove
said. "There's nothing you can tors in Essex St et- and brought pare himself. But we
do here. I'll need you later. You'll her along here. he's a good gin. It. There were a number of partShe went the color of whitewash ly smudged fingerprints on the
have to make a statement"
"I'll go back to 'Mount Street. but her voice never ialterea. She chloral bottle. 'And some cieir
placed
You can ring me- there." Cassoa said they'd had a quarrel or two ones. But they were all
went back to his flat. Mrs. Baker because he'd been pressing her in suce a way that eheever had
Made him an omelette, but he to marry him as soon as possible gripped the bottle had held it late
could neither finish it nor could and she didn't want to be rushed this." He picked lip a elean medilied been lying
he face the salad of sliced tomatoe into it. She said he'd seemed cine bottle that
fingerprints
arid onion. He opened a bottle of nervous and irritable over the last on his desk. His
leirgundy, feeling that he needed week or two. That's all. Site's pointed towards the hase of the
bottle setae the bottle-neck pointIts heavy magnificence to perme- hiding something."
Strutt grimaced and threw the ed at his chest.
ate and soothe his mind. He put
"No one would hold a bottle
the full glees in the ininlight on unwound clip into the Wastelike that it he's going to pour
the window table of the IlbrarY paper basket.
"I don't think so. But you can from it," Strutt continued.
and, wh le it gently warmed, he
"Whose were the menthe"
watched the children playing in never tell how nice a nice girl is
•'Ntacfarlane's. of course."
until you can prove iteeRlie might
the Gardens below.
Strutt did not telephone until be a 'little vixen. She might be
Casson calls on Macfareight o'clock that evening. When hiding a lot. I don't k,ow. As a
lane's fiancee In tomorrow's
tr:!'"?. of fset I at, t think I
he elk'. Cron ‘rnint tlf•.•::1 to
Satan Venom.
ineedeenent
Savile Row police station. Strutt know anything et all about worn-

Rupert E. Stivers

HE'S SO
LITTLE
HOPE HE
CAN REACH
THE DOOR
BELL

tog
S Pao 44. —.511
Co, I'34 5, U,.-',c

SynIkrroe, Inc

ABBIE an' SLATS

by Ftaehurn Van Buren
??--WHUT'S AH WAITIN'
FO'?—THI& tS TA' WEST
PO'K CHOP RAILROAD.'!
NO TRAINS EVAN COME
THROUGH!!,
../

L

WHLE DOGPATCH WAITS
FOR THE4UFE-SAVING
TRUCKLOAD Or TURNIP
TERMITE E)CTERMINATORe
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by Al Capp

L1L ABNER
IwAucr•
sAio_wiLL 44111111
YOU
OUT OF MY LIFE JUST
BECAUSE I ASK
you TO
?sae

..*
n3P•40
anirmal
.4....,.%d
05i4 5, 11ut4,li34,

NO- IM NOT GIVING YOU UP FOR
THIS PHONY-OR FOR ANYBODY

cILSE ON EARTH

THAT'S THE KIND OF SPEECH THAT MAKES
A GIRL FEEL PRECIOUS-AND—WANTED.
NOW - NOW I'VE GOT TO GO OFF SOME
AND DECIDE WHICH CHARLIE
IS THE BOY I FELL IN
LOVE Viefeel A LONG
TIME AGO. PLEASE

-PLEASE GIVE
ME TIME TO
• THINK

•
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SAFE KEEP.NG IN SUEZ

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER
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TUESDAY, — DECEMBER 11, 1956
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$13 000500 Mgt
EXPLOSION KILTS 10
INJURES 246 IN NEW YORK ..

E-_
PACT ',ACHED TO KEEP
U.S. TROOPS ON ICKAND

REFUGEES TO THE U S

U.

S.

S.

R.

. S.
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INSURED U S BANKS
AUTHPIIIITED TO UP
IINTISSIT FROM 2',%
TO 3% TO EASE THE
WONT MONEY SuPPLT
_1

UNITED
STATES

•••• CHINA

the pimple on a p'ayer's now. I
can get situation comedy or piein-the face comedy. I can watch
programs that have the quality of
a sideshow or a vaudeville enters
tainment.
' "Where else' can you get such
i wonderful choice? An 'Omnibus." a 'Wide Wide World,' an
Ed Marrow, an Ed Sullivan?"
But Leibowitz, a constant viewBy WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent er at home, does not absolve TV
entirely. "Two things especially,
NEW YORK UP - Judge Sam- I object to," said Leibowitz vigoruel Leibowitz, who recently con- ously. "one, the quality of some
cluded a three-day grind as a thildren's programs. Two, the
juror ogling some 150 TV shows. commercials.
delivered his verdict today-in-Some of these early evening
nocent
programs for kids are terrible,
"In fact. I find TV excellent." the worst. They feature gore,
said Leibowitz today. 'I think
blood, murder, garroting as a
it's the greatest thing that has matter of
course. To display stuff
happened to the world in modern like that for kids is wrong. Kids
times. The trouble with most of
lust can't handle it.
us is that we take it too much
Commercials, said Judgs Leibofor granted.
witz, offend about 80 per cent of
Leibowitz. once one of this na- the time. "They're objectionable,"
tion's most famous trial lawyers
almost uniformly objectionable,"
and a Kings County, N.Y., judge
he said
for the past 16 years, is one of
seven lay members of the SylvaDespite these objections. Leibonia Awards Panel, a position he's yitz remains enthusiastic about
held for four seasons. The awards the medium's future. "You feel
will be presented Thursday night. the tremendous possibilities about
"Frankly, this
business of TV after going through something
bringing a galaxy of the world's like this Sylvania judging." he
top people right into my living said. -You can see how it's bringroom constantly amazes me," said ing people closer to each other
Leibowitz.
and of their government. And the
Praises TV Programming
most wonderful thing about it. I,
"I can sit at home and watch think, is that eventually it's goings
a fight: a ball game. I'm so close to lay the whole world at ow
at'a football game that I can see feet."
a

TV Innocent
Says Judge
After Views
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Christmas in 1948. In the weeks
before, his_ anti-Communist ral1
Danes man a sandbagged machinegun post In the buffer zone.
lies drew croivth. so large they
could hardly be accommodated.
--r
The world was shocked when,
.111111111111.111.1110fteltalINAMANINIrml-iweeks later, he parroted a
c,onfession. of working against
the state and humbly pledged
obedience. The pictures taken at
the trial were of a man who
looked near insanity, his eyes
shifting in a frightened manner
around the courtroom.
The full story of what broke
him as yet to be told: He has
said the drugs were not used.
But it is known he underwent
interrogation for days fin end
without sleep. Priests were
brought before him who urged
him to confess.
He was convicted Feb. 8. 1949.
f treason, disloyalty to the
E,,vernrnent a n d currency - law
i.iolations. He was sentenced to
life.
For almost eight years he
-vat dragged from one Comcanal
itself.
UN soldiers take time out for a so im in the Suez
munist prison to another—seven
I in- all.
THESE PHOTOS from the Suez canal buffer zone show United Na-.
"Sometimes I did not know
tions forces doing for the first time the job for which the UN
i where I was," he said.
was crested—keeping peace. standing between two hostile armies.
Freed From Prison
Soldiers here are Danes, but other nations—police" also are on
' His liberation came at the
',retreat tuner doundpitotoa)
_aimilar_duty there.
height of the success of theHungarian _ revolt. A Hungarian
When Eden left London last army squad led by Major Josef
Fr.,1iiy for a three-week vaca- manor wlaerie he was held at
.i n in Jamaica there was a
Peteny, 65 miles from
r•_‘ feeling that he was al- Eineanest.
oieriain loi be ff.rceci out of
With two tanks, an armored
car and an army Sedan, the
s,,loliers drove the -Cardinal
irony be. But now there s'raight to his old palace in
,.(n .lency in Thida. •
,n the Conservative
They barely beat a group of
Party. in the newspapers and in 'he AYH secret nonce who were
By CH-P.LES
nri.ate hfe — to blame going for Mindszenty. too. At
United Press Staff Cl-resoondent
5:a:es for the entire that time the AVH was in terror
The rOsing
Ani-Amer.- Suez situatkon.
of_ lynching by the populace and
can
Gre?,.. Brr lin may
At the moment at least, this their plan was to drive Mindsave Prirne Min,' •••r
B:'riti-h tee:rig seems .ikely
szenty through Budaoest to show
Eden': jr.la ; can.
strengthen Eden's own gravely the people that they. too. wers
with the revolutionaries.
One week Di.• 7 nr ,a rrriny •--ei
,:•;,
Contrary to reports of bareBri'oons were Lrn.Eo-i' Eden
Wheth
rengthen him
the Br.i...sh .i.f :msure his con- headed men and kneeling womthe Suez Canal Z. no
.:n
in ,office remains to be en lining the streets as the
Cardinal returned, fey if any
ed• an open broroot:h
.
re.ato ons
Hungarians knew at first he
with the United S a:es.
•IluT !he. seems to be a grow.
had been freed and the streets
were deserted.
Only five days later he had
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Ryan Milk Co.
Murray, Ky.

tog possibility that, if his cabinet
colleagues support him. Eden will
be able to ride out the storm.
A great deal may depend upon
the attitude of President Eisenhower and Secretary of State
John Foster Dulles toward Eden.
Both Mr. Eisenhower and Dulles were bitterly angry at Eden
because Britain and France decided on the Suez invasion without- consulting them.
It has been reported the President has refused to talk to Eden
by telephone.
I
The implication has been that
both he and Dulles are determined that Eden shall get out.
There is no doubt that Eden
Would like to talk to' the President on his way home from
!Jamaica.
May Sacrifice Eden
If that happened, it might
make the difference between
Eden's resignation and his continued leadership. •
If the personal breach between
'he President and Dulles on one
hand and Eden on the other conflues, the Conservaties may feer
'hat it is necessary to sacrifice
Eden.
But if he were forced out, the
British government itself would
.1 be seriously weakened. Eden's
resignation would be taken as
an official,, admission that he
blundered into the Suez situation.
,1 In the minds of British voters,
'Eden's colleagues in the government would • share the blame.
The Labor Party wouldi benefit.
1The possibility that's -the government might have to call a parliamentary election would arise.
Labor certainly would gain in
an emergency election, and it
might well win,

I
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RUSSIA VASTLY
OUTSCORES ALL
COMERS IN THE
OLYMPIC GAMES
IN MEISOURNI

•
to seesc sanctuary in the legation.
One of his first acts was. to
Write a letter to President Eisenbower, describing hirriSelf as 're
shipwreck of Hungarian liberty."
It concluded:

forget, co not hove. o. not
One of the most popular roses
forget this small honest nation of today is Circus. the Floriwho is enduring torture and
bunda which won the coveted
aeath in service of humanity,"
A.A.R.S. Award for 1956 and
proudly rode on the "Circus
There are 48 state parks in Days" float in the Pasadena
. . . I beg of you, do not ' Texas.
Tournamen'. of Rose3 last year.
•

Dream-car beauty bigness and features_at
a price you never dreamed possible!
•
•
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SSEEK NEW DREAM-CAR DESIGN REPLACES MKS

NEW KEYBOARD CONTROL SIMPLIFIES i OPERATIONS

Mercury introduces bold, clean-cut lines shared by
ho other car. Distiuctive V-angle Tail-lights, dramatically different Jet-Flo Bumpers,sculptured rear
deck and roof—here's styling that will influence
the shape of cars for years to come.

•rtrE BIG it's new

keyboard is far more than a
push-button transmission. It starts the
engine—controls neutral, drive, low, and
reverse_even releases Mercury's Toe-Set
Parking Brake,

9

Al

sion. and many more features found in no other car.

FAN SAVES HORSEiOWER OTHER CARS WASTE

PIER SEAT NAT "REMEMBERS" ENDS GUESSWORK

BIGGEST SIZE INCREASE IN THE INDUfTST_NO CINSIIMINV

A Power-Booster Fan, in the Montclair series,
ceasts when not needefl for engine cooling (80% of
the time). Not only do-you get better performance,
but enginesoundisreduced.Yougetafarquieter ride.

No need to hunt for your favorite seat adjustment. You dial it from the instrument
panel. Every driver in your family has his
"just right" setting.

The new inn M is bigger in every important dimension. More than l7 feet long, over 64 feet wide,
with inches more leg room, headroom, and hip
room—the most spacious Mercury ever built.
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THE BIG M OUTDATES THEM AU.I No other car shares this
look. No other offers you so much bigness and luxury at such
a low price. No other offers you so much that's new—the
features above only begin to tell the story. Mercury for '57
also inti,uces new Quadri-Bearn headlamps, for ar new and

better pattern of illumination. New Ball-Action steering
makes handling easier than ever. New high-level cowl ventilation provides cleaner, fresher air. But there isn't room here
to list everything. We invite you to stop in at our showroom
and look over all the new features.
*Optional •oorpotant, *sew N Tennets•• emel Soath Dakota,

THE
BIG

ALL•WEADIER AIR-CONOMONING IS NO LONGER A LUXURY—IT IS A LOW-COST FEATURE WITH MERCURY'S NEW CUMATE-MASTER SYSTEM
pi mg

STRAIGHT OUT OF TOMORROW

MERCURY for 0/

with

DREAM-CAR DESIGN

WILSON MERCURY SALES
515 So. 12th St.

Murray, Kentucky

Phone 730
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EXCLUSIVE FLOATING RIDE ABSORBS BUMPS
Mercury's great new Floating Ride combines the
greatest bump-smothering features ever put between
YOU and the road. Exclusive Full-Cushion Shock
Absorbers, new swept-back ball-joint front suspen-
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